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Innovation on System z? Eureka... here's the DevOps solution 
Don't be late for a very important series of dates! This edition of CICSbuzz contains all you 
need to know about our upcoming, and completely free, series of IBM DevOps webcasts. 
Whether you sign up for just one session, or the whole series, don't miss this chance to hear 
from IBM technical experts, covering everything from CICS® & Problem Determination Tools 
to enterprise modernization and cloud. While we're here, we'll also show you a brand new 
way to access the very latest CICS content, live: the CICS Social Media Aggregator. 

 

  Right here, right now: CICS Social Media Aggregator 

Want a real-time view of the latest CICS news and information, as it's 
published? Want to tap into up-to-the minute opinion and discussion 
around CICS topics, direct from subject matter experts? Don't want to 
have to sift the web for hours to find it? 
 
We've just launched the answer: the new IBM CICS Social Media 
Aggregator. It's the easy way to keep track of multiple CICS-related 
feeds, including subject matter experts' tweets, blog posts, videos and 
more... bookmark ibm.com/social/aggregator/cics today!   

 

  The IBM DevOps solution: for software-driven innovation on System z 

Would you like to establish easier, quicker hand-offs from planning and development to 
deployment? Would you like to deliver a differentiated and engaging customer experience to build 
customer loyalty and help you capture markets with a fast moving advantage? If you like what you 
hear, DevOps could be for you - learn more from the free DevOps solution series of webcasts... 

  

Accelerating the delivery of multiplatform applications 
Mobile, social, big data & cloud technologies are driving the demand for new, 
faster and more frequent approaches to software delivery across all platforms, 
middleware and devices. Join IBM VPs Mike Perera & Hayden Lindsey to 
learn how IBM DevOps addresses culture, process & tools integration across 
the software delivery lifecycle. Get the latest on IBM System z tools and 
middleware offerings, and our recent acquisition of UrbanCode. Register now!  

  

Continuous business planning to get cost out and agility in 
Featuring IT Architect Rick Slade and Senior Product Manager Richard 
Szulewski, this webcast will address actionable strategies and techniques to 
get more out of your investments. Learn how to transform your application 
portfolio to reduce maintenance and development lifecycle costs, while 
improving the decisions you make about technology investments. Register 
now! 
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Collaborative development to spark innovation & integration in teams 
New mobile, social, big data and analytics projects demand a development 
process that is fast, integrated, creative and affordable. IBM CICS Product 
Director Danny Mace and Distinguished Engineer Tim Hahn will be 
addressing what Rational and CICS middleware can do to help you. They'll 
discuss how to apply talent across boundaries and keep the focus on 
innovation and high-quality code development and testing. Register now! 

  

Continuous testing to save cost and improve application quality 
As teams move more quickly to meet customer demands, they need ways to 
ensure quality while keeping deliveries on time and costs under control. Learn 
how to get started with automated testing and debugging, with Distinguished 
Engineer Rosalind Radcliffe and PD Tools Product Line Manager Marty 
Shelton, who will discuss service virtualization techniques. Register now! 
 

 

  

Continuous release and deployment to compress delivery cycles  
In this final webcast in the DevOps series, we'll be helping you prepare 
yourself for next generation systems management. Join DevOps Product 
Manager David Myers and Mike Baskey, Chief Architect for Cloud on System 
z, who will focus on strategies for application release automation and 
introduce new tools to help you release, deploy and provide your processes 
today. Register now! 

 

  Come up and see us: CICS conferences 

  

11-16 Aug: SHARE Conference, Boston, MA, USA 
Register today and join us at SHARE for some of the best in enterprise IT 
education, networking and innovation. We'll be running over 30 CICS-specific 
sessions just for you, so be sure to check out the CICS session list. 

  

21-25 Oct: System z Technical University at Enterprise Systems2013 
Register today for this brand new event, which brings together the IBM 
System z® Technical University, the IBM Power Systems Technical University 
and a new executive focused Enterprise Systems event, combining them into 
one premier event. 

 

  Find us online... 

 

       

 

Follow us on 
Twitter 

Like us on 
Facebook 

Follow the  
CICSdev blog 
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Kicking back and relaxing... 

   
We're making the most of the summer in CICS! We spent a lovely Wednesday afternoon this month at 
the Hursley CICS team summer barbecue, held in the grounds of the IBM Hursley Lab, with an 
impromptu CICS football match to boot! 
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